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Molecular Gas, Star Formation & Spiral Arms
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Molecular Gas & Star Formation are Closely Related

(Schruba et al. 2011)

Stars form in molecular gas...
...with roughly constant efficiency (a.k.a 'SF law').
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HERACLES/THINGS study of 40 nearby galaxies, resolution: 1 kpc.



What is the impact of spiral arms?



What is the impact of spiral arms?

more high mass clouds, but typical cloud unchanged

small clouds cluster/collide while crossing spiral arm

Fujimoto et al. (2014)

Egusa, Koda & Scoville (2010)

small/diffuse clouds coalesce due to convergent 
flows and self-gravity Hirota et al. (2011)

clouds grow across spiral arm (M51, IC342):

numerical simulations:



IRAM 
30m: 

40 hr
PdBI: 

170 hr

CO(1-0) in central 9kpc at
GMC resolution (40pc, 105Msun)

9kpc
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mm-‐interferometer	  (~	  40pc)

Molecular gas disk in M51
Schinnerer et al. (2013)

M* ~ 4e10 Msun

fgas ~ 20%
fmol ~ 70%



Molecular gas and star formation in the spiral galaxy M51

molecular gas distribution differs from atomic gas one

molecular gas is not mainly organized in cloud structures

molecular gas properties vary with environment/galactic structure

relation between molecular gas and star formation is complex
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 Molecular & atomic gas are distributed differently

Leroy et al. (2013)

molecular gas is more clumped than atomic gas ...
       ... small scale distributions can vary significantly 

molecular and atomic gas kinematics are not the same ...
       ... molecular and atomic phase probe different gas distributions

Colombo et al. (2014b)

molecular gas (PAWS) atomic gas (THINGS)

residual velocity fields pixel-by-pixel comparison
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GMC	  structures
GMC statistics: 

 1,507 GMCs identified
~ 55% of total CO flux 
    = M(H2)  ~ 2x109 Msun        

# distribution:
center 	
                22% 
inter-arm 	
 	
      34% 
spiral arms 	
           44% 

fraction of total flux:
center  	
 	
           57%
inter-arm 	
 	
      45%
spiral arms 	
           57%
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Half the molecular gas in clouds



Extra-planar molecular gas in M51
Pety et al. (2013)

interferometer = spatial filter:
PdBI+30m : all scales 
PdBI-only : small scales 
‘missing flux’ : large scales 

~ 50% of emission from scales >1.3kpc
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global spectrum

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  extended	  	  	  	  	  	  	  combined

in dynamically hot, thick disk



Pety et al. (2013)
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in M51: 
evidence for diffuse, extra-planar (~250pc scale height) molecular gas

in 12 nearby galaxies:
similar CO(2-1) and HI line widths suggest presence of extra-planar gas

in	  models:	  dense	  gas	  expelled	  from	  disk	  by	  stellar	  feed-‐back
(Dobbs,	  Burkert,	  Pringle	  2011)

Extra-planar molecular gas

Caldu Primo et al. (2013)



Molecular gas and star formation in the spiral galaxy M51
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spiral	  arm

central	  region

inter-‐arm

Galactic environments in M51



Molecular gas structure varies with environment
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GMC properties vary with environment
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Columbo et al. (2014a)

Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC) mass function

more in next talk
by Annie Hughes
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relation between molecular gas and star formation is complex



Schinnerer et al. (2013)
No relation between gas density and star formation

CO(1-0)
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Schinnerer et al. (2013)

No relation between gas density and star formation
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polar cross-correlation
of CO with 24micron

more in talk
by Sharon Meidt  ➱

high molecular gas surface density
            no predictor for SF surface density



HII regions are off gas arm
along spurs, but varying

hot dust (24 μm)
associated w/ HII regions

young stellar clusters
abundant off arm, along spurs

Off-set star formation
= stars form in spurs

Schinnerer et al. (in prep.)



young	  stars	  (<10	  Myr)
molecular	  gas

Onset of star formation delayed/prevented in spiral arm
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no significant star formation in arms, restricted to gas spurs
           collapse of clouds delayed or prevented in spiral arm ➱



Hughes et al. (2013a)

YSC : 
    Young Stellar Cluster

GMC : 
Giant Molecular Cloud

slope (GMC mass function)
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slopeGMC=slopeYSC+0.3dex

slopeGMC=slopeYSC

inter-arm

center

spiral arm

no simple
relation

  ➱
diverse set of
mechanisms
at work

No relation between cloud and stellar cluster formation



Molecular gas and star formation in the spiral galaxy M51

molecular gas distribution differs from atomic gas one

molecular gas is not mainly organized in cloud structures

molecular gas properties vary with environment/galactic structure

relation between molecular gas and star formation is complex

➱ galactic structure has significant impact  


